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Gerry Adams' relative member of murder gang, say police
According to police sources, a close relative of
Sinn Fein leader, Gerry Adams, was part of a
three-man gang that murdered Joseph O'Connor, a republican dissident, in mid-October.
The man is alleged to be a member of a hit squad
that has been active since 1990. One of the gang
has gone on the run since O'Connor's killing. Another member of the murder gang is a prominent
West Belfast republican.
Press reporters have said that the link to the murder will cause embarrassment for Adams. That is
not very likely since he is so well tarred by his links to the IRA, another black mark will not
even be noticed. Someone it will make life a little more difficult for is David Trimble, since
he sits in government with Sinn Fein and he and his Ulster Unionist colleagues in the Executive cannot help but rub up against their blood-soaked garments!
The close-quarters assassination unit which killed O'Connor is believed by RUC sources to
have killed three police officers in 1990 and to have been deployed against drugs dealers
on several occasions since then. The first known RUC victims of Adams' relative and his
gang were John Beckett and Gary Meyer, two uniformed officers, shot in Belfast in June
1990. Two gunmen walked up behind the officers, grabbed each of them by the shoulder
and shot them in the head in front of dozens of frightened shoppers. The gang struck again
in October 1990, when they killed Constable Samuel Todd, an RUC dog handler, at a security barrier in Belfast's High Street. Another officer was seriously injured but survived.
The Sinn Fein/IRA have denied that they murdered O'Connor. That leaves loyalist gunmen
or crown forces as the likely suspects. Strange to relate, Sinn Fein has not been calling for
an inquiry into the shooting as they normally are inclined to do!!! One wonders if the Dalai
Lama sensed anything of the truly evil nature of Gerry Adams, the man with whom he
linked arms as he toured Republican west Belfast, for he seemed happy to be in his company? If he could not discern this evil character it says much about his claim of being a
god!!
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